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Knowledge Management (KM) and innovation calls for interdisciplinary 
research and perspectives dedicated to the exchange of the recent and novel 
academic research and practical insights on all aspects of managing 
knowledge in a wide range of organizations (SMEs, large corporations, born 
global firms, and digital new ventures). The track searches for innovative, 
rigorous and original research and studies by academic, business and govern-
ment contributors on innovation strategies, tools, techniques and technolo-
gies for Knowledge Management in inter-organizational settings.
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KM strategies and practices

The new trends in knowledge management theories and practices

KM in hyper-challenging situations

KM operations and organizational design

The digitization of KM processes

KM flow and intellectual capital accruals

Big data analytics, KM systems and intelligent management decision

KM and business model innovation

Digital Translation and knowledge intensive networks 

Knowledge barriers and ‘Free Innovation’

Knowledge reskilling in Innovation Design 

KM in times of crisis

KM at project level

KM in different socio-economic contexts

����� ����������� Paper submissions deadline : August 15, 2021
Paper notification to authors : September 15, 2021

Registration Open : September 01, 2021
Final papers deadline : December 15, 2021
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Lamiae Benhayoun is Associate Professor at Institut Mines Télécom 
Business School, France. She holds an engineering degree in Telecommuni-
cations from INPT Morocco and Telecom SudParis France. She also has a 
Ph.D. from Grenoble Alpes University with a double qualification in Manage-
ment Sciences and Automation Engineering. Prior to joining the academic 
field, Dr. Benhayoun worked in multinational companies as an IT engineer at 
Alcatel Lucent and as a customer business developer at Procter & Gamble. 
Her main research interests include collaborative innovation and digital 
transformation, with a focus on knowledge management, information 
systems and maturity assessment. She has written articles in peer reviewed 
journals (e.g. TFSC, IJIM) and contributed to international conferences such 
as EURAM, IPDM, ICED and ECIS. Dr. Benhayounis also striving to facilitate 
the transfer of academic knowledge to socio-economic actors through the 
writing of case studies, the participation in university-industry partnerships 
and the design of audit tools.

Manlio Del Giudice is Full Professor of Management at the University of 
Rome "Link Campus", where had served as Deputy Chancellor of the LCU 
Campus of Naples and Director of the CERMES Research Centre. He serves 
as Director of the LCU Master in Smart Public Administration. He holds a PhD 
in Management at the University of Milano-Bicocca and he did build up his 
academic and scientific career outside of Italy for more than 12 years, in a 

wide number of worldwide renewed universities, prior to coming back to Italy on 2014, 
having won the National Scientific Qualification as Associate Professor on 2013. As 
witnessed by his publications, Prof. Del Giudice had been widely recognized as worldwide 
leading scientist with distinguished research affiliations in top universities worldwide. His 
scholarly profile shows more than 150 peer-reviewed articles, more than 70 of them 
ranked in the highest “A Class” within the Italian ANVUR ranking, and 12 international 
monographs by flagship publishers like Springer, Palgrave Macmillan, Elsevier. 

Sudeendra Koushik has been a passionate and practicing Innovator & technology 
management professional throughout his career of 26 years, with more than 20 national 
& international patents. With a PhD in Innovation, Chief Innovator and Co-founder of 
PRASU, Mr Koushik advises major companies such as Bosch, Continental, General 
Motors, Mercedes Benz, Volvo etc. on Innovation strategy, Integrated Innovation talent 
management for Innovation culture, scaling business relevant Innovation, Innovation 
planning and     Execution, developing Innovators & Intrapreneurs and developing Intellec-
tual property. Koushik is also a well-known keynote speaker and TEDX speaker.
Dr Koushik has bachelor of engineering and MBA in Marketing, Post-graduation in 
Strategy, certified Independent director, Senior member IEEE and a researcher with Phd 
in Innovation.

He is also board member and Vice-President IEEE Technology and Engineering Manage-
ment Society and Chairman IEEE TEMS India.
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From ambidextrous knowledge to preparedness knowledge. 

Product innovation management as KM mechanism

What is the relationship between innovation capital and knowled-
geable data driven decision

Digital innovation and data driven knowledge management

The key components of international marketing KM ecosystems 

Antecedents of innovation journey and KM strategies

The predictive marketing techniques for knowledge intensive 
activities

Impact of crisis on KM approaches

Knowledge sharing/hiding behaviours and antecedents in times 
of crisis

Variability of KM according to the project context

The role of knowledge ecosystems in developing countries
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